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Botox and fillers
Raashi has recently attended a top
up course for both Botox and fillers
and will be offering these
treatments here in practice. This is
a great way to lose those unwanted
creases. We are currently offering a
spring offer at a reduced price. To
book a consultation with Raashi
please call the practice on
01415573488 and find out more
today!

Friends and Family Test
Results
Each month we survey our patients and we are
proud to say that this month 100% of you said
that you would recommend us to friends and
family – thank you!!

Please Be aware
We would like to bring your attention to an
illegal, unsafe internet tooth whitening kit one
of our patients brought in to us recently.
Unfortunately, our patient had suffered from
severe pain & burning on her gums after using
this for only 30 minutes! Please note the only
safe and legal whitening gels are available by
prescription from a dentist. We only use the
safest, tried and tested products on the
market. Products purchased online may
contain harmful substances and should be
avoided. If you would like to know more
information about safe whitening please get in
touch we’d be more than happy to answer
your questions.

This was the tooth whitening kit
which caused damage to the gums.

Competition Time
The winner of last month’s competition “what is the main cause of gum recession?” was Audrey Smart. There
are various causes of Gum recession including smoking, gum disease, age, poor oral hygiene and brushing too
hard. As some of our patients guessed these we had to put all of our correct answers in to a hat and do a lucky
dip! We thank you all for participating in last months competition.
However, you do have another chance to win a free scale and airflow polish this month, all you need to do is
correctly answer the following question:
How many days has Tiwari Watson Dental Care been open till the 30th of April?

We wish you all the very best of luck in this month’s competition!

The airflow is excellent for removing
stains as this image shows.

Why not treat yourself to our air flow stain removal treatment? – Only £28.49!

Smile of the Month - This month’s smile makeover:
This month’s smile of the month consists of:
A dental implant to replace a missing
tooth….

If you would like to find out more about any
of these treatments please ask at reception
for more details or our dentists would be
more than happy to answer any queries you
may have!

What you said about us this month…
Thanks to Colin and Ian for leaving us these kind reviews 
“Everyone is so friendly and helpful they make you feel so comfortable and the
atmosphere is great” – Colin
“100% I had a fear of dentists but joe is amazing. I have now overcome my fear and after
treatment today I can now smile without being embarrassed. Can’t thank Joe and Gemma
enough keep up the good work definitely recommend anyone with a fear to come here.”Ian
We greatly appreciate these and cannot
thank our patients enough!

Like our pages and give us a follow!
Facebook- Tiwari Watson Dental Care
Instagram- @tiwariwatsondental
Twitter- @tiwariwatson1
Our Email- info@tiwariwatsondentalcare.co.uk

